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Babelcoins, key and limits

To obtain an API key you just have to register an account on BabelNet:

babelnet.org/register

A key enables programmatic access to the BabelNet RESTful service 
(including Babelfy -more on this after the lunch break!) using both the 
Java API and the HTTP API.
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Babelcoins, key and limits

To obtain an API key you just have to register an account on BabelNet:

babelnet.org/register

A key enables programmatic access to the BabelNet RESTful service 
(including Babelfy -more on this after the lunch break!) using both the 
Java API and the HTTP API.

What is a Babelcoin?

Babelcoins are used as an internal credit system 
to keep track of the requests made against the 
API.

1 Babelcoin = 1 query to BabelNet/Babelfy

Base account: 1000 Babelcoins per day



Working offline with BabelNet

If you are a researcher affiliated with a research institution and 
you need to use BabelNet for your non-commercial research 
project, you can make a request for downloading the indices using 
the form in your private area of the website:

babelnet.org/login
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Working offline with BabelNet

Name and affiliation

What do you need 
BabelNet for?



Working offline with BabelNet

Terms of use



Working offline with BabelNet
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The HTTP API

BabelNet can be queried programmatically via an HTTP RESTful 
interface that returns JSON. The HTTP service uses the registration 
key you obtain after registering.

You just have to append a key parameter to the HTTP request.



The HTTP API

BabelNet can be queried programmatically via an HTTP RESTful 
interface that returns JSON. The HTTP service uses the registration 
key you obtain after registering.

You just have to append a key parameter to the HTTP request.

For instance:

Retrieve current BabelNet version

https://babelnet.io/v3/getVersion?key={...}

Response:

{
  "version" : "V3_6"
}



The HTTP API

BabelNet can be queried programmatically via an HTTP RESTful 
interface that returns JSON. The HTTP service uses the registration 
key you obtain after registering.

You just have to append a key parameter to the HTTP request.

For instance:

Retrieve current BabelNet version



The Java API

Only requirement:

Standard installation of Java JDK (version ≥ 1.7)

The BabelNet Java API is nothing more than a Java binding to the 
online HTTP RESTful service.

Once configured with a valid BabelNet key, the API provides classes, 
types and methods to query BabelNet and work with BabelNet data 
(senses, synsets, translations, etc.) from inside a Java program.

Detailed Javadoc:

babelnet.org/javadoc



Technical part ahead!
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Downloading and installing instructions

Java API

Access for the Linguistic 
Linked Open Data cloud

(more on this: Session 4!)



babelnet.org/download

Download and unpack the package:  BabelNet-API-3.6.zip

You will find the following:

babelnet-api-3.6.jar                                                                                LICENSE

CHANGELOG                                                                                            licenses

config                                                                                                        README

docs                                       resources

lib                                                                               examples

run-babelnetdemo.sh                run-babelnetdemo.bat

Java API
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babelnet.org/download

Download and unpack the package:  BabelNet-API-3.6.zip

You will find the following:

babelnet-api-3.6.jar                                                                                LICENSE

CHANGELOG                                                                                            licenses

config                                                                                                        README

docs                                       resources

lib                                                                               examples

run-babelnetdemo.sh                run-babelnetdemo.bat

Licenses of the API and 
third party libraries

configuration files

README file

resource files

Java API



Two easy steps to set up and test the API:
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Two easy steps to set up and test the API:

1. Specify a valid key in the “babelnet.key” property inside the 
configuration file  config/babelnet.var.properties

2. Test the API with the corresponding shell script:

run-babelnetdemo.sh             Linux

run-babelnetdemo.bat            Windows

or with the Java example class:

java -classpath   lib/*:babelnet-api-3.6.jar:config 
it.uniroma1.lcl.babelnet.demo.BabelNetDemo

Downloading and installing instructions
                                                                                         (Online API)



Two easy steps to set up and test the API:

1. Specify the local path to the indices (<your_home>/BabelNet-3.6) 
in the “babelnet.dir” property inside the same file babelnet.
var.properties

2. Test the API with the corresponding shell script:

run-babelnetdemo.sh             Linux

run-babelnetdemo.bat            Windows

or with the Java example class:

java -classpath   lib/*:babelnet-api-3.6.jar:config 
it.uniroma1.lcl.babelnet.demo.BabelNetDemo

Downloading and installing instructions
                                                                          (Offline API: indices)



Configuring the API on Eclipse/Netbeans

Assuming you have your Java (or Scala) project in the workspace of 
your favourite IDE under  projectDir/:

1. Copy (or link) the  config/  and  resources/ directories from 
the API folder into  projectDir/;
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Configuring the API on Eclipse/Netbeans

Assuming you have your Java (or Scala) project in the workspace of 
your favourite IDE under  projectDir/:

1. Copy (or link) the  config/  and  resources/ directories from 
the API folder into  projectDir/;

2. Include the third-party libraries (lib/*.jar) and the API itself 
(babelnet-api-3.6.jar) in the project build classpath;

Find the project in the package explorer view → Project → 
Properties → Java build path → Libraries → Add external JARs

Find the project in the left tree view → Properties → Categories → 
Libraries → compile → Add JAR/Folder



Configuring the API on Eclipse/Netbeans

Assuming you have your Java (or Scala) project in the workspace of 
your favourite IDE under  projectDir/:

1. Copy (or link) the  config/  and  resources/ directories from 
the API folder into  projectDir/;

2. Include the third-party libraries (lib/*.jar) and the API itself 
(babelnet-api-3.6.jar) in the project build classpath;

3. Include the  config/ directory in the project build classpath;



Configuring the API on Eclipse/Netbeans

Assuming you have your Java (or Scala) project in the workspace of 
your favourite IDE under  projectDir/:

1. Copy (or link) the  config/  and  resources/ directories from 
the API folder into  projectDir/;

2. Include the third-party libraries (lib/*.jar) and the API itself 
(babelnet-api-3.6.jar) in the project build classpath;

3. Include the  config/ directory in the project build classpath;

Find the project in the package explorer view → Project → 
Properties → Java build path → Source → Add Folder

Find the project in the left tree view → Properties → Categories → 
Libraries → compile → Add JAR/Folder (same as before)
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are synonymous expressions of a given concept or named entity. Each 
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The Java API: main classes

BabelNet 
The BabelNet class is used as the singleton entry point to access all 
the content available in BabelNet. 

BabelSynset

A BabelSynset is a set of multilingual lexicalizations (BabelSenses) that 
are synonymous expressions of a given concept or named entity. Each 
BabelSynset has its unique ID.

BabelSense

A BabelSense is a particular, language-specific lexicalization occurring 
in a given BabelSynset. Each BabelSense is tied to a particular source 
(WordNet, Wikipedia, Wiktionary, automatic translations, etc.).



The BabelNet class is used as the singleton entry point to access all 
the content available in BabelNet. You can obtain a reference to it in 
your code with the following line:

BabelNet bn = BabelNet.getInstance();

The Java API: BabelNet



The BabelNet class is used as the singleton entry point to access all 
the content available in BabelNet. You can obtain a reference to it in 
your code with the following line:

BabelNet bn = BabelNet.getInstance();

Most of the times, you will be using the BabelNet class to obtain a list 
of BabelSynsets (or BabelSenses) given a certain lemma and 
language(s):

The Java API: BabelNet

List<BabelSynset> synsets = bn.getSynsets(String, Language);

List<BabelSense> senses = bn.getSenses(String, Language);



You can also specify additional constraints in your query, like the 
part of speech (BabelPOS) or the sense source (BabelSenseSource), 
using the many overloads of  getSynsets  and  getSenses:

The Java API: BabelNet

List<BabelSynset> synsets = bn.getSynsets(String,

Language,

BabelPOS,

BabelSenseSource… );

List<BabelSense> senses = bn.getSenses(String,

Language,

BabelPOS,

BabelSenseSource… );



The Java API: BabelNet

An example from the API guide:

Same story for BabelNet#getSenses

(see the example on babelnet.org/guide#BabelSense)



The Java API: BabelSynset

Each BabelSynset has an ID that univocally identifies the synset. 
You can obtain the ID of a BabelSynset via the BabelSynset#getId 
method.



The Java API: BabelSynset

Each BabelSynset has an ID that univocally identifies the synset. 
You can obtain the ID of a BabelSynset via the BabelSynset#getId 
method.

Of course, you can go the other way round:

if you have a specific ID (as a String object) you can easily retrieve 
the corresponding synset using again the BabelNet class:



The Java API: BabelSynset

Some examples from the API guide:

The API contains various overloads of the method  
BabelNet#getSynset that allow you to retrieve a specific synset 
from different identifiers.



The Java API: BabelSynset

A BabelSynset is a quite structured object containing various 
components (senses, glosses, images, categories, etc.). The public 
interface of the class provides convenience classes and methods to 
access easily all this information: 



The Java API: BabelSynset

A BabelSynset is a quite structured object containing various 
components (senses, glosses, images, categories, etc.). The public 
interface of the class provides convenience classes and methods to 
access easily all this information: 

- BabelSense (we have seen this already)
- BabelPOS: the synset's part of speech
- BabelGloss: a definition of the concept in a given language
- BabelExample: an example sentence of the meaning expressed 

by the synset
- BabelImage: an image depicting the concept
- BabelSynsetIDRelation: a semantic connection of the synset to 

another synset

...



The Java API: BabelSynset



The Java API: BabelSense

A BabelSense is a particular, language-specific element inside a 
BabelSynset. As such, when we have a BabelSense we can always 
go back to the synset it belongs to using the BabelSense#getSynset 
method:

BabelSense sense = …

BabelSynset by = sense.getSynset();



The Java API: BabelSense

A BabelSense is a particular, language-specific element inside a 
BabelSynset. As such, when we have a BabelSense we can always 
go back to the synset it belongs to using the BabelSense#getSynset 
method:

BabelSense sense = …

BabelSynset by = sense.getSynset();

Unlike a BabelSynset, a BabelSense has a specific lexicalization, a 
specific language and a specific source (BabelSenseSource) it can 
be traced back to.



The Java API: BabelSense
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We will now explore some usage examples of the API and see 
how basic operations with BabelNet can be carried out.
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Usage examples

We will now explore some usage examples of the API and see 
how basic operations with BabelNet can be carried out.

We will first see each example directly from 
the point of view of the HTTP API

(you can try it directly in your browser!) HTTP API

We will then see each the corresponding 
Java code using the classes and methods of 
the  Java API Java API

Java Programmer



Usage examples

- Retrieving BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and printing their synset IDs

- Retrieving all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
printing their information

- Retrieving all neighbors/hypernyms of a specific 
BabelSynset



Usage examples

- Retrieving BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and printing their synset IDs

- Retrieving all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
printing their information

- Retrieving all neighbors/hypernyms of a specific 
BabelSynset



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word and print 
their synset IDs

Given the English lemma home,  the objective is to find all possible 
BabelSynsets (i.e. semantic interpretations) associated to it.

home

... 

bn:00044492n

bn:00044489n

bn:00044514n

bn:02516029n

bn:02693495n



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word and print 
their synset IDs

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynsetIds?
 word=home & langs=EN & key=keyURL:

Call to the RESTful 
service getSynsetIDs 

word we are 
interested in language of 

the word
BabelNet 
API key

HTTP API



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word and print 
their synset IDs

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynsetIds?
 word=home & langs=EN & key=keyURL:

HTTP API

Browser User
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Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word and print 
their synset IDs

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynsetIds?
 word=home & langs=EN & key=keyURL:

HTTP API

Programmer



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and print their synset IDs

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynsetIds?
 word=home & langs=EN & filterLangs=DE & 
filterLangs=FR & key=key

URL:

language filters 
(DE and FR)

HTTP API



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and print their synset IDs

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynsetIds?
 word=home & langs=EN & filterLangs=DE & 
filterLangs=FR & key=key

URL:

HTTP API

Browser User



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and print their synset IDs

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynsetIds?
 word=home & langs=EN & filterLangs=DE & 
filterLangs=FR & key=key

URL:

HTTP API

Programmer



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and print their synset IDs

HTTP API

All accepted parameters:



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word and print 
their synset IDs

Java API

Programmer



Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word and print 
their synset IDs

Reference to the 
BabelNet object

Use BabelNet#getSynsets 
to get a list of synsets for 
the word “home”

Print the ID for each  
BabelSynset retrieved

Java API

Programmer



Java API

Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and print their synset IDs

Specify here the languages in which you 
want the information about “home” to be 
retrieved

Default: search language (EN in this case)

Programmer



Java API

Retrieve BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and print their synset IDs

Programmer

Output:



Usage examples

- Retrieving BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and printing their synset IDs

- Retrieving all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
printing their information

- Retrieving all neighbors/hypernyms of a specific 
BabelSynset



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

Given a specific BabelSynset of home (bn:00000356n), the objective 
is to retrieve all specific BabelSenses it includes.

bn:00000356n

domicile

dwelling

Home

Private residence

... 



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

HTTP API

URL:

ID of synset we are 
interested in (BabelNet 
or WordNet)

BabelNet 
API key

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynset?
 id=bn:00000356n & key=key



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynset?
 id=bn:00000356n & key=key

Browser User



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

HTTP API

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynset?
 id=bn:00000356n & key=keyURL:

Programmer



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

HTTP API

https://babelnet.io/v3/getSynset?
 id=bn:00000356n & key=keyURL:

Programmer



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

Java API

Programmer



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

Java API

Reference to the BabelNet 
object

Call to BabelNet#getSynset 
with a given synset ID

Print information for each  
BabelSense retrieved

Programmer



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

Java API

BabelNet#getSynset can 
also be used with other 
resource ID (e.g. Wikidata)

Programmer



Retrieve all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
print their information

Java API

Programmer

Output:



Usage examples

- Retrieving BabelSynsets of a specific word (in multiple 
languages) and printing their synset IDs

- Retrieving all BabelSenses of a specific BabelSynset and 
printing their information

- Retrieving all neighbors/hypernyms of a specific 
BabelSynset



Given a specific BabelSynset of home (bn:00044492n), the 
objective is to retrieve all neighboring BabelSynsets in the 
semantic network.

bn:00044492n

... 

hypernym

bn:00046953n

semantically related

bn:00788129n

semantically related

bn:01619757n

Retrieve all neighbors of a specific BabelSynset



Retrieve all neighbors of a specific BabelSynset

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getEdges?
id=bn:00044492n & key=key

ID of synset we are 
interested in

BabelNet 
API key



Retrieve all neighbors of a specific BabelSynset

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getEdges?
id=bn:00044492n & key=key

Browser User



Retrieve all neighbors of a specific BabelSynset

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getEdges? id=bn:
00044492n & key=key

Programmer



Retrieve all neighbors of a specific BabelSynset

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getEdges?
id=bn:00044492n & key=key

Programmer



Retrieve all neighbors of a specific BabelSynset

Java API

Programmer



Retrieve all neighbors of a specific BabelSynset

Java API

From a BabelSynset, 
retrieve all the edges with 
BabelSynset#getEdges

BabelSynsetIDRelation#getPointer 
encodes information about the type of 
edge (e.g. hypernym, semantically 
related from)

Print ID and main sense of 
the connected BabelSynset 
(edge target)

Programmer



Retrieve all neighbors of a specific BabelSynset

Java API

Programmer

Output:



Retrieve all hypernyms of a specific BabelSynset

Given a specific BabelSynset of Rome (bn:00015556n), the 
objective is to retrieve all BabelSynsets in the semantic network 
that have an hypernymy relation with it.

Rome

bn:00015556n

comune

bn:03219144n

capital

bn:00015498n

city

bn:00014155n



Retrieve all hypernyms of a specific BabelSynset

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getEdges?
id=bn:00015556n & key=key

Exact same call of the 
previous example!



Retrieve all hypernyms of a specific BabelSynset

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getEdges?
id=bn:00015556n & key=key

Browser User



Retrieve all hypernyms of a specific BabelSynset

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getEdges? 
id=bn:00015556n & key=key

Edge type information is 
encoded in the field 
‘relationGroup’ in ‘pointer’

Programmer



Retrieve all hypernyms of a specific BabelSynset

HTTP API

URL: https://babelnet.io/v3/getEdges? 
id=bn:00015556n & key=key

Programmer



Retrieve all hypernyms of a specific BabelSynset

Java APIProgrammer



Retrieve all hypernyms of a specific BabelSynset

Java API

BabelSynsetIDRelation#getPointer 
encodes information about the type of 
edge (e.g. hypernym, semantically 
related from)

Print ID and main sense 
of the connected 
BabelSynset (edge 
target)

Retrieve all the hypernym 
edges by specifying a 
constraint to 
BabelSynset#getEdges

Programmer



Java APIProgrammer

Output:

Retrieve all hypernyms of a specific BabelSynset



Wrap-up exercise



Given a pair of related words, e.g. Apple and Microsoft, find the pair 
of corresponding BabelSynsets that share the largest number of 
neighbors in the network.

Wrap-up exercise



Given a pair of related words, e.g. Apple and Microsoft, find the pair 
of corresponding BabelSynsets that share the largest number of 
neighbors in the network.

Three steps:

1. Find a set of associated BabelSynset for each word;

2. Find the set of neighbors of each BabelSynset;

3. Compare each possible pair of such sets and select the the 
pair with the largest intersection.

Wrap-up exercise



Wrap-up exercise: structure



Wrap-up exercise: structure
Instance of BabelNet

Main function that 
does the job

Auxiliary function that retrieves 
neighbor BabelSynsets

Auxiliary nested class for encoding 
pairs of BabelSynsets



Wrap-up exercise: retrieve neighbors

We need to compute the set of neighbors for each 
BabelSynset inside a list given as input:



Wrap-up exercise: retrieve neighbors

We need to compute the set of neighbors for each 
BabelSynset inside a list given as input:

Generate a map indexed by BabelSynsetID 
that contains, for each synset, a set of 
BabelSynsetIDs

First call BabelSynset#getEdges 
and then pick the target 
BabelSynsetID from each edge



Wrap-up exercise



Wrap-up exercise

Use BabelNet#getSynsets to 
retrieve all the BabelSynsets 
associated with the words

Use the function we just wrote 
to associate each BabelSynset 

to a list of neighbors 



Wrap-up exercise

Compare all possible pairs of 
BabelSynsets by looping over the 
two lists

Compute the SynsetPair that 
maximizes the number of shared 

neighbor BabelSynsets 



Wrap-up exercise

Main class:



Wrap-up exercise

Main class:

Output:

bn:01165400nbn:03739345n



Wrap-up exercise

Let’s try instead with another word pair:



Wrap-up exercise

Let’s try instead with another word pair:

Output:

bn:00061187nbn:00005054n



Wrapping up:
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● You can access BabelNet data programmatically using a 
dedicated easy-to-use API with convenient methods and 
classes to query the knowledge base and work with the data;
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● The API is based on a HTTP RESTful service that relies on an 
internal credit mechanism (Babelcoins) for users registered 
to the BabelNet service;



Wrapping up:

● You can access BabelNet data programmatically using a 
dedicated easy-to-use API with convenient methods and 
classes to query the knowledge base and work with the data;

● The API is based on a HTTP RESTful service that relies on an 
internal credit mechanism (Babelcoins) for users registered 
to the BabelNet service;

● The API also comes with a powerful Java binding to the very 
same service: hence you are free to use directly the RESTful 
API (using your only favourite language) or the Java API (if you 
are a Java/Scala/Groovy programmer).



Thank you!


